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No Pets Allowed Apr 29 2022 Percy is not allowed to have a pet in his apartment building, but every time he writes a spelling word, a remarkable animal
appears in his room.
Ten Kids, No Pets Nov 05 2022 Newbery Honor medalist Ann M. Martin's funny, insightful take on pets and family -- now with a spectacular new cover.
There are ten siblings in the Rosso family. Ten individuals with ten different ways of looking at things. But they all have one thing in common: Each of them
wants a pet. The only problem is that their mom does not: "No pets," she has always said. "Ten kids is enough." But now that the Rosso family is moving from
the big city to the country, there are big changes ahead, including a new farmhouse and lots of nature. But the Rosso kids will still need to figure out a plan to
change mom's mind. . . .
Top 10 for Kids Gaming May 31 2022 For kids who love gaming... and what kid doesn't?
A Pocketful of Pets Jun 19 2021 When Little Kangaroo's naptime arrives, Mike helps Mama Kangaroo look for him, and encounters many sleepy animals
along the way.
Children Make Terrible Pets Oct 04 2022 Check out this bestselling, rollicking, and humorous twist on the classic "first pet" story about a young bear and her
favorite pet boy! When Lucy, a young bear, discovers a boy in the woods, she's absolutely delighted. She brings him home and begs her mom to let her keep
him, even though her mom warns, "Children make terrible pets." But mom relents, and Lucy gets to name her new pet Squeaker. Through a series of hilarious
and surprising scenes, readers can join Lucy and Squeaker on their day of fun and decide for themselves whether or not children really do make terrible pets.

Karen's New Puppy (Baby-Sitter Little Sister #72) Jul 09 2020 From the bestselling author of the generation-defining series The Baby-sitters Club comes a
series for a new generation! Puppy loveMidgie the dog has run away. Karen and her family are very sad. So they get a new puppy. Sadie is loveable and sweet.
but she is also a lot of work. And she's not getting along with the other pets. Will everything work out with Sadie?
Animals in Winter Aug 29 2019 Read and find out about how animals cope with winter in this colorfully illustrated nonfiction picture book. This is a clear and
appealing book for early elementary age kids, both at home and in the classroom. Introduce kids to basic science ideas as part of discussions about the seasons
and animals. Have you ever seen a butterfly in the snow? Probably not. Butterflies can't survive cold weather, so when winter comes, many butterflies fly to
warmer places. They migrate. Woodchucks don't like cold weather either, but they don't migrate; they hibernate. Woodchucks sleep in their dens all winter
long. How do these and other animals handle the cold and snow of winter? Read and find out in the proven winner Animals in Winter! This is a Level 1 Let'sRead-and-Find-Out, which means the book explores introductory concepts perfect for children in the primary grades. The 100+ titles in this leading nonfiction
series are: hands-on and visual acclaimed and trusted great for classrooms Top 10 reasons to love LRFOs: Entertain and educate at the same time Have
appealing, child-centered topics Developmentally appropriate for emerging readers Focused; answering questions instead of using survey approach Employ
engaging picture book quality illustrations Use simple charts and graphics to improve visual literacy skills Feature hands-on activities to engage young
scientists Meet national science education standards Written/illustrated by award-winning authors/illustrators & vetted by an expert in the field Over 130 titles
in print, meeting a wide range of kids' scientific interests Books in this series support the Common Core Learning Standards, Next Generation Science
Standards, and the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) standards. Let's-Read-and-Find-Out is the winner of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science/Subaru Science Books & Films Prize for Outstanding Science Series.
Allie, No! No! Feb 25 2022 Allie is a playful dog who is always barking at everything, even while baby is sleeping. When she sees a bird out the window, Allie
barks. Allie, No! No! When she smells bacon cooking in the kitchen, Allie barks. Allie, No! No! When she hears the bus coming, Allie barks. Allie, No! No!
Will Allie ever stop barking and get to go for a walk? In this charming tale for little ones, a sweet dog barks her way through the morning while her family tries
to keep her from waking baby.
Swindle Jul 29 2019 Ocean's 11 . . . with 11-year-olds, in a super stand-alone heist caper from Gordon Korman! After a mean collector named Swindle cons
him out of his most valuable baseball card, Griffin Bing must put together a band of misfits to break into Swindle's compound and recapture the card. There are
many things standing in their way -- a menacing guard dog, a high-tech security system, a very secret hiding place, and their inability to drive -- but Griffin and
his team are going to get back what's rightfully his . . . even if hijinks ensue. This is Gordon Korman at his crowd-pleasing best, perfect for readers who like to
hoot, howl, and heist.
A Friend for Summer Sep 22 2021 A Friend for Summer is a children's picture book aimed at 3-7 year olds about friendship, overcoming insecurities, and
pets.
Some Pets Nov 24 2021 "At the pet show, there are so many different types of pets. With dogs and cats, horses and chickens, hamsters and chinchillas--and
many, many more--this book celebrates animal companions of all shapes and sizes"-Drawing Awesome Pets Jan 27 2022 Pets are fun animals to play with, and they’re also fun animals to draw! Detailed, step-by-step instructions help budding
artists learn to draw popular pets—from dogs and cats to iguanas and horses. Colorful illustrations help readers visualize what the finished drawings should
look like, and a list of important supplies is included to introduce readers to common tools for artists, such as specific kinds of pencils and markers. Fun facts
about each pet are included to educate as well as entertain.
Little Kids First Big Book of Animals Sep 10 2020 Profiles several different animals from around the world that live in different habitats.
The Amazing Mini-Mutts May 07 2020 On planet Earth, KRYPTO, ACE, SWIFTY, and other SUPER-PET pooches visit the Bowwow Boot Camp, a school

for up-and-coming pups with powers. They're ready to show this new breed of heroes a few old tricks. Unfortunately, Brainicat, an evil cyborg kitty from the
planet Colu, wants to teach these canine cadets a lesson as well. Using his hyper-forces, the villain shrinks the Bowwow Boot Camp to microscopic size and
traps the mini mutts inside a glass bottle. To escape, these prep-school pups must step up and discover their own super hero identities.
Such a Good Boy Oct 12 2020 The ultimate kids' book about dogs, being good, being bad, and being yourself! From the award-winning, critically acclaimed
author of Petra. Meet Buzz the dog. He's such a good boy. Buzz seems to have a perfect life .. . and a lot of very well-behaved friends. Buzz would never
dream of being anything other than good. Right, Buzz? Buzz . . . ? For anyone who has ever felt pressure to be "good" at the expense of their own selfexpression, and for anyone who has ever owned and loved a dog, this beautifully illustrated picture book from author-illustrator Marianna Coppo will have you
laughing, smiling, and longing for your own unfettered frolic in the park. • With charming art and a positive message, this is an ideal read-aloud book for
parents and children to share. • For dog lovers, pet lovers, and any kid who knows how hard it is to be good all the time • Marianna Coppo's first book, Petra,
was a Good Reads Choice Awards Picture Book Finalist and received starred reviews from Publisher's Weekly and Kirkus. For dog-loving children and fans of
such picture books as Gaston, Harry the Dirty Dog, Antoinette, and Naughty Mabel. For any child who struggles to be "good" and understands the fun (and
frustration) of being "bad." • Picture books for kids ages 5–8 • Dog books for kids • Books about acceptance, self-confidence, and being yourself Marianna
Coppo is an author-illustrator who studied editorial illustration at MiMaster in Milan, Italy. Her first book in the United States, Petra, was published to critical
acclaim. She lives in Rome.
Pet Dec 14 2020 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST • STONEWALL BOOK AWARD WINNER • ONE OF TIME MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA
BOOKS OF ALL TIME NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR by The New York Times • Time • Buzzfeed • NPR • New York Public
Library • Publishers Weekly • School Library Journal A genre-defying novel from the award-winning author NPR describes as “like [Madeline]
L’Engle…glorious.” A singular book that explores themes of identity and justice. Pet is here to hunt a monster. Are you brave enough to look? There are no
monsters anymore, or so the children in the city of Lucille are taught. Jam and her best friend, Redemption, have grown up with this lesson all their life. But
when Jam meets Pet, a creature made of horns and colors and claws, who emerges from one of her mother's paintings and a drop of Jam's blood, she must
reconsider what she's been told. Pet has come to hunt a monster, and the shadow of something grim lurks in Redemption's house. Jam must fight not only to
protect her best friend, but also to uncover the truth, and the answer to the question--How do you save the world from monsters if no one will admit they exist?
A riveting and timely young adult debut novel that asks difficult questions about what choices you can make when the society around you is in denial. "[A]
beautiful, genre-expanding debut" –The New York Times "The word hype was invented to describe books like this." –Refinery29
Perfect Pets Mar 17 2021 If you could get a pet, what pet would you get? Would you get a rabbit or a mouse? Would you choose a goldfish or a turtle? How
would you choose?
125 True Stories of Amazing Animals Jan 15 2021 Collects over one hundred animal stories that profile unlikely friendships, acts of bravery, and strangebut-true behaviors.
Illumination Presents the Secret Life of Pets 2 Sep 30 2019 Children will love this sound story adventure! Press 7 interactive buttons to bring the story to life
with exciting sounds. Matching words with pictures and sounds enhances reading comprehension, and connecting with favorite characters engages young
readers at story time.
My Big and Small Pets Feb 13 2021 From dogs and cats to turtles and rats, photographs of pets in funny situations help teach the concept of size by
comparing animals to determine which is bigger or smaller.
Dear Socks, Dear Buddy Aug 10 2020 Collects children's letters to the White House dog and cat
Big Cats Are Not Pets! Jul 21 2021 All cats are incredibly cute when they're kittens and cubs. But when they grow up, wild cats are not so cuddly. Yet, some

people keep big cats such as lions, tigers, and leopards as pets. They think they can tame them, but a wild animal is always wild, and many big cats owners are
responsible for the deaths of people when their pets attack. This book describes the attributes of big cats that make them unsuitable pets. Readers discover the
reasons why it's more humane to leave these exotic animals in their native habitats than to cage them.
A Kid’s Guide to Cats Jun 27 2019 This fun and practical cat care book written just for kids will guide young cat owners in how to provide a safe, healthy
environment, deliver daily care, and ensure positive interactions and rewarding, long-term relationships with feline friends. Pet expert Arden Moore helps kids
understand how cats think and what they need to be happy and healthy, whether socializing a spunky new kitten or welcoming an adult cat into a household.
Along with essentials on topics such as how to read a cat’s body language and proper litter box protocol, fun and fascinating features cover the history of cathuman relationships, why and how cats purr, “ask the vet” Q&As, trivia, DIY cat toys, and even tips for training a cat to come when called (yes, you can!).
Information-packed and filled with photography and colorful illustrations that infuse each page with feline energy, A Kid’s Guide to Cats equips kids with
everything they need to know to be great cat caretakers and companions.
Our Pet Fish Jun 07 2020 "Follow Maya and her family as they pick out and care for their new pet fish Skipper"-Children's Book : Pets War May 19 2021 Spike, a brown Spaniel, has always been interested in certain aspects of humans' lives, so it was no surprise that the
dog kept up with the humans' news reports. One day while at home relaxing with his great pal Doug, a Golden Retriever, the two were shocked when cats won
the contest for best pet of the year. To Spike and Doug, cats are lazy and mean creatures that only think about themselves. After learning this, Spike thought of
a way to make the humans change their minds and redo that poll.After surveying the animals in the city and learning that all the animals were outraged at the
results, Spike told them of his plan for his group to help the humans around the city until they see that they were the best animals and not the cats. However,
when the cats learned of Spike's team's intentions, they went straight into action. These animals would not take that title from the cats, especially not a dog!In
"The Fight for Best Pet," Spike along with his friends, Doug the Golden Retriever, Tweet the yellow Warbler, Charlee the Hamster, and the other various
animals, attempt to show the humans that they're the best. However, the cats do not plan to go down without a fight, and they will do anything to keep their
title, even if it means turning their enemies into dog food.
Trees Make Perfect Pets Dec 26 2021 "Takes tree-hugging—and standing up for yourself—to a new level." —Kirkus Reviews An endearing and
environmentally friendly story about a girl's unlikely best friend...a tree! Abigail is determined to get the perfect pet. So she chooses Fido. He keeps her cool
from the sun, stays where she tells him, and even gives her air to breathe. That's because Fido is a tree! But not everyone thinks having a tree as a pet is a good
idea, though, especially when Fido starts to grow. Will Abigail be able to keep her perfect pet? Trees Make Perfect Pets is a heartwarming story, perfect for
you if you're looking for: An Earth Day book to celebrate nature with A delightful pet book about unusual pets A sweet introduction to kids gardening and
environmentalism
Little Kids First Big Book of Pets Aug 02 2022 Playful puppies! Cuddly kittens! Beautiful birds! In the next book in the hit Little Kids First Big Book series,
readers learn all about pets with fur, feathers, fins, scales, and shells--and how to find and care for the perfect pet for their family. From cats to dogs to guinea
pigs to birds to fish to snakes and more, this adorable reference book introduces kids to a wide variety of family-friendly pets. Readers learn which kinds of
animals make good pets and which ones are better off staying in the wild, along with how each type of pet eats, sleeps, and plays. Packed with more than 200
colorful photos, the book also provides information on animal breeds, characteristics, and behavior and includes tips for training pets. Filled with fun facts and
designed for interactive learning, this book will quickly become a favorite at storytime, bedtime, and any time.
National Geographic Kids Everything Pets Mar 29 2022 A collection of facts about animal companions includes such entries that reveal a cat's top running
speed, the numerous facial expressions made by dogs, and a bird's surprising feather weight.
Strictly No Elephants Feb 02 2020 "A sunny, smart, tongue-in-cheek tale." --The New York Times Book Review "Sweet and affirming." --Kirkus Reviews

When the local Pet Club won't admit a boy's tiny pet elephant, he finds a solution--one that involves all kinds of unusual animals in this sweet and adorable
picture book. Today is Pet Club day. There will be cats and dogs and fish, but strictly no elephants are allowed. The Pet Club doesn't understand that pets come
in all shapes and sizes, just like friends. Now it is time for a boy and his tiny pet elephant to show them what it means to be a true friend. Imaginative and
lyrical, this sweet story captures the magic of friendship and the joy of having a pet.
A Dog's Life Oct 31 2019 Born in a garden shed and separated from her family, stray puppy, Squirrel, has a life filled with surprises, setbacks and adventures
as she bravely journeys from town to town, encountering friends and foes, both animal and human, in her search for a place to call home. Told entirely from
Squirrel's canine perspective, this touching tale offers a gorgeous contemporary twist on the classic animal adventure story.
I Miss You Mar 05 2020 The loss of a beloved pet may be the first death experience children face. It is very traumatic for the child and should not be
trivialized. Their feelins and emotions are very real and they are trying to process the situation as best they can. They need the support and understanding of
caring adults to work through what has happened and what it means to them personally. Pet loss and the surrounding activity can be a catalyst for growth and
understanding for the entire family. Talking and sharing thoughts and emotions is one of the best ways to cope. That is why people gather after a funeral to
share stories and acknowledge the part the deceased has had in their lives. It is a teaching moment to share openly about what is going on in our hearts, minds
and bodies. Recognize that not all adults or children grive in the same way. Do not expect the child to be openly sad or to be appearing uncaring in their
attitude about the death of the pet. It may take some time to process what this loss means to them. No matter how the child may appear to be taking the news,
do have a priod of time just for them to talk and you to listen. After sharing their fears and concerns, you will wantto reassure them that they are safe and
loved. This may be the opportunity to teach the values and beliefs that you may not have shared with your family. A great many of the people who deal with
depression or feelings of suicide as adults suffer from some sort of sorrow they never had the opportunity to work out as a child. Judy Helm Wright has a new
book coming out to assist you in this process. Watch for "How To Explain Death, Loss & Grieve to Children" You will find it on Amazon very soon or by
checking out our website at www.ArtichokePress.com
Pets Apr 17 2021 "Information about and pictures of pets for very young children"-I Want a Puppy Or a Dog Aug 22 2021 Here's the basic dog pet book for grade 4, 5, 6 six or young readers age 8-12 about how to give loving and responsible
pet care to a puppy or dog. Great dog information for kids includes 25 Color Photos of Puppies and Dogs. Dogs are smart, loyal and good companions, always
happy to see you and ready to do whatever you're doing.
I Want A Bearded Dragon Apr 05 2020 An all-round informative guide to owning a pet bearded dragon.
Pets Are Fun Jul 01 2022 Where can you find a pet? Which type of pet will you choose? This book explores different types of animals that a young child
might like to adopt as well as the behaviors to be expected from the animals. Vivid photographs show children what these potential pets look like. This book
employs accessible language that appeals to emerging readers and young listeners.
Fair Play Dec 02 2019 AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK Tired, stressed, and in need of more help from
your partner? Imagine running your household (and life!) in a new way... It started with the Sh*t I Do List. Tired of being the "shefault" parent responsible for
all aspects of her busy household, Eve Rodsky counted up all the unpaid, invisible work she was doing for her family--and then sent that list to her husband,
asking for things to change. His response was...underwhelming. Rodsky realized that simply identifying the issue of unequal labor on the home front wasn't
enough: She needed a solution to this universal problem. Her sanity, identity, career, and marriage depended on it. The result is Fair Play: a time- and anxietysaving system that offers couples a completely new way to divvy up domestic responsibilities. Rodsky interviewed more than five hundred men and women
from all walks of life to figure out what the invisible work in a family actually entails and how to get it all done efficiently. With 4 easy-to-follow rules, 100
household tasks, and a series of conversation starters for you and your partner, Fair Play helps you prioritize what's important to your family and who should

take the lead on every chore, from laundry to homework to dinner. "Winning" this game means rebalancing your home life, reigniting your relationship with
your significant other, and reclaiming your Unicorn Space--the time to develop the skills and passions that keep you interested and interesting. Stop drowning
in to-dos and lose some of that invisible workload that's pulling you down. Are you ready to try Fair Play? Let's deal you in.
The Great Pet Escape Nov 12 2020 "A young graphic novel chapter book about the escape escapades of class pets at Daisy P. Flugelhorn Elementary
School"-What Pet Should I Get? Jan 03 2020 Pick a pet with Dr. Seuss with this bestselling and silly tail of cats, dogs and more! A dog or a cat? A fish or a bird? Or
maybe a crazy creature straight from the mind of Dr. Seuss! Which pet would YOU get? A trip to the pet store turns into a hilarious struggle when two kids
must choose one pet to take home... but everytime they think they see an animal they like, they find something even better! Perfect for animal lovers and Seuss
lover alike, this book will delight readers young and old. Discovered 22 years after Dr. Seuss's death, the unpublished manuscript and sketches for What Pet
Should I Get? were previously published as a 48-page jacketed hardcover with 8 pages of commentary. This unjacketed Beginner Book edition features the
story only. The cat? Or the dog? The kitten? The pup? Oh, boy! It is something to make a mind up. Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself, Beginner Books
are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on their own, using simple words and illustrations.
Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh, The Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing
readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
Cool Pets for Kids Oct 24 2021 From horses to spiders, pets come in all shapes and sizes. This engaging series introduces readers to a wide range of animal
companions, and their unique needs and qualities. Checklists and breed profiles help readers find out which pet would be the perfect fit for their home and
lifestyle. Readers will be prepared for both the fun and responsibility of taking care of a furry, scaly, or even hooved friend. They will learn how animals act in
the wild, and how this relates to pets' behavior. They'll also learn what equipment each animal needs, and how to take care of sick pets. Fun and informative,
this series is sure to be popular with pet owners and animal lovers. Features include: Each book includes a fun, pet-themed activity or craft. Full-color
photographs of adorable pets will dazzle readers. Sidebars about famous and newsworthy pets will engage even reluctant readers.
No Children, No Pets Sep 03 2022 The Sanders family inherit an apartment house in Florida. The adventures with the tenants, hurricanes, ruby clips, and a
missing superintendent contribute to a swift and humorous story.
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